This is in response to recent feedback from some readers, which requires some clarifications regarding our IEJoin algorithm published in [1] . The feedback revolves around four points: (1) a typo in our illustrating example of the join process; (2) a naming error for the index used by our algorithm to improve the bit array scan; (3) the sort order used in our algorithms; and (4) a missing explanation on how duplicates are handled by our self join algorithm.
(1) Typo. In Figure 3 of our VLDB paper [1] , we wrongly put the value 12 in the second cell of the array L2. The correct value in the second cell for L2 should be 9. We corrected this typo error in [2] .
(2) Naming error. Although our index to improve the bit array scan follows the same spirit as a Bloom Filter, the index we described in Section 4.1 in [1] is a BitMap index. We corrected this naming error in our journal version [2] .
We consider the following query for the remaining two points mentioned above:
SELECT r.id, s.id FROM Employees, Employees s WHERE r.salary < s.salary AND r.tax > s.tax; (3) Sort order. It is important to clarify that the way we wrote the conditions to perform the sort order (ascending or descending) in Algorithms 1 & 2 was a bit misleading in [1] . We wrongly stated that if the operand in the first non-equi-join condition (e.g., in r.salary < s.salary) is > or ≤ then the first two arrays on salary (i.e., L1 and L 1 ) must be in descending order, otherwise in ascending order. The error is on the kind of operands for L1 and L 1 to be on descending order. To be in descending order, the operand must be > or ≥. Otherwise (i.e., < or ≤), L1 and L 1 are in ascending order. The same holds for the array L2 and L 2 . Our extended paper at VLDBJ [2] has this correction in both Algorithms 1 & 2.
(4) Dealing with duplicates. Overall, the implementation of Algorithm 2 uses a secondary order mechanism to output correct results in the presence of duplicate values. Basically, we first sort on the first attribute we focus on (e.g., salary). In the case of having the same salary values for more than one tuple, we sort such duplicates on the second attribute in the non-equi-join condition (e.g., on tax). If we still have the same values for tax, we finally sort the duplicates based on their tuple ids. These secondary sort orders allow us to produce correct results in the self join case. We did not explicitly state this aspect in Section 3.2 of our original paper [1] . However, we explain so in Section 3.2 of the extended version [2] .
